PART 1: LISTENING COMPREHENSION (10 points)

Choose the best answer for each question. Then fill in the correct space on your answer sheet.

1. According to Webster’s definition the purpose of lie is ____________________.
   a. specific  b. false  c. deceiving  d. impressing

2. We do all of the following as forms of lying EXCEPT ____________________.
   a. justifying  b. maximizing  c. avoiding the truth  d. keeping secrets

3. Telling the truth all the time is ____________________.
   a. hurtful  b. relieving  c. impossible  d. harmless

4. In telling “the white lie”, the liar decides what’s best for the person lied to.
   a. True  b. False

5. As the consequence of the white lie that the sergeant in Vietnam told, the dead soldier’s family ____________________.
   a. listed him as missing  b. paid regular money to the government  c. received a single payment  d. could not move on to a new life

6. In the example of “ignoring the plain facts”, the authorities ____________________.
   a. complained about the father  b. relieved the father of his duties  c. sent him to prison  d. moved him from one church to another

7. Omission involves ____________________.
   a. leaving out a factual detail  b. telling the plain truth  c. omitting the story  d. mentioning the details

8. In the second example of “omission” the lamp was broken ____________________.
   a. when the dog ran through the room  b. when the child ran through the room  c. while the child was chasing the dog  d. while the dog was chasing the boy

9. Delusion is the tendency to see excuses as facts.
   a. True  b. False

10. Which of the following is given as an example for delusion?
   a. workaholics  b. alcoholics  c. chocoholics  d. shopaholics
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